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Dear King’s MUN 2023 delegates,

I am truly honored as this year’s Secretary General of King’sMUN to welcome you to our 9th

annual conference and our first in-person conference since the COVID-19 pandemic. The secretariat has

been working hard throughout this school year to deliver you an incredible conference with a variety of

unique committees, experienced chairs, and an overall successful day of debate.

MUN is a reenactment of United Nations conferences at the high school and university level,

where representatives from all over come together to discuss the most pressing issues that plague our

world today. Students take on the positions of various countries, characters, or political figures in order to

create resolutions for both real and fictional issues and crises.

Throughout my time participating in Model United Nations, I have developed many valuable

skills that I will take with me throughout my life. It has improved my confidence when public speaking as

well as my ability to problem solve. Furthermore, MUN is valuable to me as it promotes lifelong

connections with new people as you meet many other delegates who share your passions while in

committee sessions. I truly believe that skills that you will learn through your participation in MUN will

help you throughout your high school journey, in everyday life, and beyond.

Contrary to popular belief, MUN is truly for everyone. At King’s MUN, we provide a variety of

committees to ensure that we have something that everyone will enjoy debating about. From the world’s

most pressing issues discussed in UNSC and UN Women to Indigenous affairs and from the gods on

Mount Olympus to the prohibition in the 1920s, we strive to ensure that we can appeal to the passions of a

variety of delegates. Everyone is welcome at King’ sMUN, whether you have no experience or have been

to a multitude of conferences, there is a place for you here.

Once again, I am thrilled to welcome all delegates, new or returning, back in person to

King’sMUN. I, as well as the rest of the secretariat, are looking very forward to seeing you on Saturday,

February 25. Whether this is your first conference or your last, I hope you are able to engage in fruitful

debate and have an amazing time at King’ sMUN 2023.

Sincerely,

Athena Ponte

Secretary General

King’s MUN 2023
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History:
The Centre for Sports & Human Rights was launched in June of 2018 to promote sports

and its events worldwide while fully respecting and advancing human rights. This is done by

generating awareness and building the capabilities to create impact and change. Originally the

center was a multitude of organizations working together to create its advisory council and

through its cooperative effort it led to the center’s formation, known as the Mega Sporting

Events Platform for Human Rights (MSE Platform). The MSE Platform assembled in 2015 with

the Institute for Human Rights and Business (IHRB) and over two and a half years demonstrated

the value of a combined group step through research and knowledge to progress, gain knowledge

and verify challenges. In doing so, by 2017 the push for the center’s creation was backed by the

MSE Platforms committee to create the Centre for Sports & Human Rights.

What we do:
Our goal is to promote sports and

collectively bring together multiple

establishments to keep the world of sports in

check following the main concepts under

human rights. We engage in a variety of

collaborations with groups, countries and

events across the world such as, mega-sporting

events, sports bodies, sponsors & broadcasters,

government & IGOs, and with people from

many different communities. Our main focus

with whom we engage is protecting child

rights, encouraging all children to go into

sport, along with those whose rights were taken away can attain remedy. Developing programs

within gender, to promote the participation of women, girls and non-binary to ensure their

benefits at a safe and equal level. Furthermore focusing on non-discrimination towards those in

the LGBTQI+, persons with disabilities, minorities, migrants and those have historically had

disadvantages and indigenous communities. All under a safeguard to ensure sport is under rigid

standards and approaches to protect all children and adults from disadvantages.
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Convergence 2025

What is Convergence 2025?

We established the Centre for Sport and Human Rights' strategic plan for the years 2021

to 2025 in Convergence 2025. By following a strategy, that is, the Centre will strive to resolve

important issues and trends in sport and human rights by spreading awareness, enhancing

capabilities, and producing long-lasting value in collaboration with our international platform.

Our combined dedication to the Sporting Chance Principles and other international conventions,

such as the United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights, serve as the

foundation of our collaborative strategy. Recognizing the numerous linkages, relationships, and

interrelations that exist throughout the sports world. Convergence 2025 outlines how we will

strive to provide involvement, assistance, and conversation that boosts the initiatives of people

and organizations from the various participant groups and industries represented.
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Priorities Within Convergence 2025

Our strategic priorities for 2021-2025 will focus on actions to:

1. Nurture Thought-Leadership, Innovation and Knowledge on Sport and Human Rights,

2. Strengthen Operational Systems and Practices in Sport to Align with Human Rights

Responsibilities

3. Foster Inclusive Engagement, Cultivate Collective Action and Forge Transformational

Alliances

4. Address Harmful Practices and Human Rights Violations in the World of Sport

5. Build a Self-Sustaining Global Organization
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Topic #1: Qatar World Cup and Violation of Human Rights
This topic in the paper will go over the controversy surrounding the recent 2022 Qatar

World Cup and its multiple violations within human rights. The FIFA World Cup, also known as

the Football World Cup or Soccer World Cup, is an international association and football

competition played by the senior men's national teams of the members of the Fédération

Internationale de Football Association (FIFA). The World Cup is the pinnacle of football's global

tournament (soccer). The country's top teams from all over the world are brought with each other

to compete in a worldwide competition, demonstrating the abilities and capabilities of the players

and teams. Additionally, the World Cup illustrates the love and devotion that fans have for their

national teams and for football. It connects individuals and nations in celebration and helps in

resolving both political and cultural conflicts. The World Cup also shows how powerful sport can

be in uniting people and inspiring and motivating both individuals and organizations to succeed.

It is an international event that has a big economic and social influence and promotes to increase

awareness of football across the world.

Knowing what it means to participate and host the World Cup it would be expected for

problems to dissipate and for an event worth showcasing. Although the 2022 FIFA World Cup,

which was held in Qatar, has been the subject of controversy due to a number of issues. One of

the key issues is the choice to give Qatar the World Cup in the first place. The bidding process

has been the subject of corruption accusations and bribery, and numerous high-ranking FIFA

executives have been convicted of corruption-related crimes. Continuing, is the treatment of

migrant workers who are constructing the World Cup facilities in Qatar. Numerous instances of

labor abuse and exploitation have been recorded, including minimal wages, unfavorable housing,

unsafe working conditions, and even deaths on building sites. Leading to heavy criticism and

demands for changes to ensure the rights of migrant workers in Qatar. Additionally the treatment

of the LGBTQ+ population in Qatar and the 2022 World Cup have generated some criticism.

Homosexuality is forbidden by law in Qatar, due to its conservative muslim nation. Concerns

about the security and safety of LGBTQ+ supporters and competitors who went to Qatar for the

World Cup were made, as well as the possible consequences for LGBTQ+ athletes who

competed in the competition. Many have called on FIFA, the organization that administers

professional soccer, to tackle these issues and make sure that everyone is included and welcome

during the World Cup.
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The controversies surrounding the 2022 Qatar World Cup go against many of the UNs

SDG goals. Goal 16 of the UN Sustainable Development Goals, which seeks to create peaceful

and diverse communities and implement good, responsible, and inclusive institutions, may be

violated by the allegations of corruption and bribery surrounding the bidding process for the

2022 World Cup. If these accusations are accurate, it may indicate that the bidding process was

skewed and that Qatar was not chosen on the basis of its qualities to host the World Cup. Goal 8

of the SDGs, which seeks to achieve steady, fair, and lasting economic growth and decent work

for everyone, may be challenged by the controversy surrounding the treatment of migrant

workers in Qatar and the allegations of labor abuse and exploitation. If these rumors are accurate,

it may indicate that employees constructing the World Cup's infrastructure aren't getting treated

correctly, are also not getting paid fairly, and therefore are not getting appropriate working

conditions. Similarly the controversy surrounding the treatment of migrant workers and the

LGBTQ+ community within Qatar could also go against Goal 10 of the SDGs, which aims to

reduce inequality among countries.

In order to solve this issue members of the UN, and all the associations within the Centre

for sport & human rights advisory council. Should take initiative and figure out a way to

compensate and stop violations within human rights to ever happen again during the World Cup

or any other major event.
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Questions:
1. What is the current status of the investigations into the allegations of corruption and

bribery surrounding the bidding process for the World Cup?

2. What impact do the controversies surrounding the World Cup have on the reputation of

Qatar and the image of the tournament overall?

3. How have international organizations, such as the United Nations and human rights

groups, responded to the controversies surrounding the World Cup in Qatar?

4. How have the concerns about the treatment of migrant workers in Qatar been brought to

light, and what efforts have been made to address these issues?

5. What have we learned from the past so that we can plan for a better future?

Graphs and Data:
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Topic #2: Russia and International Sporting Events
This topic in the paper will go over Russia's involvement and controversy within

international sports. The Olympic Games are a series of worldwide athletic events that include

summer and winter sporting events in which tens of thousands of participants from all over the

world compete in a range of activities. More than 200 nations compete in the Olympic Games,

which are regarded as the most important sporting event in the world. The International Olympic

Committee (IOC) is the

Olympic Games' government

body. The numerous changes

to the Olympic Games have

been made by the

development of the sports

industry over the 20th and

21st centuries. The Snow

Olympic Games for ice and

winter sports, the Paralympic

Games for athletes with

disabilities, and the Youth Olympic Games for young athletes are a few of these modifications.

With the Olympics being such a major international event many rules and rights have to be

followed by either the countries who are hosting or who are attending, this creates an equal

playing field and creates a strong and rich community amongst those of sport.

Seeing as how the Olympics is such a major event and has incredible amounts of

international recognition, it would only be fair to presume that at least one country would try to

rig the games to their side. This is seen with Russia and their numerous affairs. Firsty was an

investigation by the World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA) in 2015 led to the first public

disclosure of Russia's state-sponsored doping program. The investigations revealed that Russian

sports administrators had engaged in a deliberate cover-up of their athletes' use of prohibited

performance-enhancing substances. These findings led to the exclusion of several Russian

competitors from international competitions, including the Olympics. A lot of Russia's

competitors had to participate under a neutral flag, and the country was also banned from the

2018 Winter Olympics. There was also lots of controversy about Russia's 2018 FIFA World Cup
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hosting. As there were complaints of abuse and exploitation of employees, notably migrant

workers from other countries who participated in the building of the World Cup facilities, the

complaints were mainly over their human rights. In addition, there were concerns regarding the

security of tourists visiting Russia with the potential of terrorism, particularly with the nation's

continuous wars with its neighbors such as Ukraine. The choice of Russia as the tournament's

host nation was also the subject of corruption allegations.

Surrounding the controversies with Russia many SDG goals set aside by the UN would

be breached. The state-sponsored doping program, which consisted of Russian athletes using

illegal performance-enhancing substances, may be viewed as violating the aim of maintaining

"excellent health and well-being" (SDG 3). The use of performance-enhancing substances can

have a severe impact on athletes' health and threaten the fairness of athletic events. The

connection with allegations of corruption and bribery and the holding of international sporting

events, such as the 2018 FIFA World Cup and the 2014 Winter Olympics in Sochi, may also be

interpreted as breaching the goals of "creating peaceful, fair, and inclusive communities" (SDG

16) and "reducing inequality" (SDG 10).  Corruption and bribery can ruin the fairness and

justness of sport, putting one's nation or team at an advantage compared to another. This can be

either during competition or during the process of attaining the ability to host.

In order to prevent Russia and other countries from creating unfair disadvantages along

with the numerous rights violations. It is best for the UN to get involved and members of the

advisory council to take a step in and put an end to unfair sportsmanship during such events.
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Questions:

1. How have international sports organizations and governments responded to these

controversies, and what measures have been put in place to prevent similar issues from

arising in the future?

2. What specific allegations of corruption and bribery have been made in relation to the

2018 FIFA World Cup and the 2014 Winter Olympics in Sochi, and what evidence

supports these allegations?

3. How have the disqualification of Russian athletes and the banning of Russia from

participating in international sporting events affected the competitiveness of these events,

and how have they impacted the athletes and teams involved?

4. What role have sponsors and other commercial interests played in the response to these

controversies, and how have they been affected by the negative publicity surrounding

Russia and international sports?

Graph and Data:
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Positions:

Various counties and ruling bodies. For example;
- Russia
- Qatar
- South Korea
- South Africa
- FIFA
- IOC
- ILO
- Ukraine
- Japan
- WHO
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